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- **Title**: Exploring black holes / Laura Hamilton Waxman.
- **Format**: Book
- **Authors**: Waxman, Laura Hamilton
- **Imprint**: Minneapolis : Lerner Publications Company, c2012.
- **Description**: 40 p. : col. ill. ; 24 cm.
- **Series**: Searchlight books. What's amazing about space
- **Summary**: Text, photographs, and illustrations provide an introduction to black holes, covering what they are, how they form, how scientists study them, and other related topics.
- **Notes**: Includes bibliographical references (p. 39) and index
- **Contents**: A great space mystery -- Black holes up close -- Falling into a black hole -- Birth of a black hole -- Studying black holes.
- **Subjects**: Black holes (Astronomy) -- Juvenile literature.
- **ISBN**: 0780761354420
- **Library Congress Number**: 210005378
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